Fair Trade in Oaxaca

Twelve students work with
farmers, research Fair Trade
organizations in Mexico
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Immigration
Town Forum
Defend Colorado Now
spooks porous-border advocates into petitions, protests

Tuition & fees
increase 6.9%
for
2006–07
Largest rise in recent history
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Amidst hundreds of immigration reform
protests sweeping across the country, a
citizens group called “Defend Colorado
Now” is garnering support for an initiative that will deny non-federally-mandated public services to illegal aliens residing in Colorado.
If Defend Colorado Now gathers
enough signatures, Colorado citizens
will vote on the initiative this November. Opponents to the initiative met at
Colorado College for a panel discussion
Wednesday night, March 29.
The panelists included Rich Jones of
The Bell Policy Center, Monolo Gonzalez-Estay of Keep Colorado Safe, and
Anna Sampaio—a political science professor at The University of Colorado at
Denver. Proponents of the initiative were
invited to participate but declined.
The amendment would restrict nonfederally-mandated government services to only those who are in the country
legally. Examples might include nonemergency medical care, bus transportation, or library privileges.
Furthermore, if any citizen observes
a state-run or state-funded agency that
does not adhere to the restrictions, that
individual has the standing to sue the
agency. The Bell Policy Center maintains
that this will “expose state and local governments to a large number of potentially costly lawsuits.”
Fred Elbel of Defend Colorado Now,
in a separate interview with The Catalyst, stated that this fear is a “red herring.
“The courts have cracked down on
frivolous lawsuits. And currently, a citizen can already sue a state agency.”
Federally mandated services—such as
K-12 education or emergency medical
care—have been exempted from the proposed amendment and illegal aliens will
still have access to those services. R i c h

The recent announcement of an abnormally large increase in next year’s tuition
has spurned the indignation of students
and a measured, timorous response from
school administrators.
As campus emptied for spring break
two weeks ago, President Celeste announced in a letter to the campus community a 6.9 percent increase in tuition
for the 2006-2007 school year. Along with
increases in the cost of room and board
and other expenses, the total cost of attending CC next year will increase by 6.5
percent. For out of state students, attendance will total $42,830, for in-state students, $42,000.
Short interviews and discussions with
students show a near universal awareness of the announcement, accompanied by both anger and confusion where
phrases like, ‘rip-off,’ ‘ridiculous,’ and
worse fly freely.
“It’s a whole lot higher than I want it
to be,” President Celeste said in an interview with The Catalyst. The increases
in costs represent “major investments I
thought the college had to make to ensure a quality education.”
Wondered sophomore Phil Huff over
a recent dinner in Rastall, “Aren’t we almost as expensive as Harvard, and we
don’t get the name? What are they doing with our money? We don’t see any
effect.”
In fact, the rise in tuition will bring
little observable effects, as it is instead a
reflection of the increasing costs of maintaining and improving what the school
already has.
In discussions with Mr. Celeste and
other administrators, the primary reasons
for the increase, known as “budget drivers” appear to be a 7.25 percent increase
in faculty compensation, a rebuilding of
the campus’ core information technology
infrastructure, and general increases in
the cost of health care and utilities.
A major concern of students and administrators alike is the abrupt nature of
the increase.
As unfortunate as everyone agrees the
tuition increase is, compared to a selection of peer schools the college tracks and
general trends in the cost of education in
the US, a 6.9 percent hike in tuition is
abnormal only in that CC has managed
to avoid such jumps in the recent past.
However, in reviews of budgetary data,
the increase none-the-less represents by a
wide margin the largest increase any current student has experienced. And unfortunately, in most lists of peer institutions,
(whose composition seem to vary by the
administrator) CC is already near the top
in terms of overall expense.
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Senior Jim Head reaches for a ball at the line-out as CC’s rugby team prepares for Friday’s
game against DU, to be played under the lights on Washburn Field. For coverage and an
explanation of rugby terms like “line-out,” turn to page 8.

South Dakota Planned Parenthood begins preventative efforts
Taylor Wiles
Guest Writer

Last Friday about forty women in sneakers and sweater sets,
and maybe fifteen husbands, gathered at the Sioux Falls public library in South Dakota to launch the first notable effort to
challenge House Bill 1215, which prohibits nearly all abortions
in the state. Although in recent years South Dakota legislators
have proposed several bills pertaining to abortion and its intricate list of restrictions and procedures, No. 1215 is the first bill
in the country since 1973 that illegalizes all abortions, even if
the pregnancy is a result of rape or incest—m.aking exceptions
only if giving birth would endanger the woman’s life.
At the Sioux Falls conference, the pro-choice South Dakota
Campaign for Healthy Families launched a petition drive to
prevent the bill from going into affect this July, and to win it a

place on the South Dakota ballot in November. Their hope and
belief is that if citizens have the chance, they will vote “no” on
making No. 1215 state law. The petitioners must collect 16,900
signatures before June 19 to get it on the ballot.
“This is a crucial issue for the people of South Dakota,” said
Jan Nicolay, a former state legislator and member of the Campaign. “They have the right to express themselves [when] the
legislative body has overstepped its bounds.”
Elaine Roberts, Democratic Representative of District 9, also
spoke at the conference in support of the Campaign. Roberts
stressed the importance of grass-roots initiatives to disseminate accurate information about No. 1215 and abortion to voters across the state. In order to allow South Dakotans to make
informed decisions about how to vote, they must understand

Continued on page 2
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Since 1823 the sport of rugby
has confused spectators. Fullback Tom Barry—out with a
broken hand but considering
to play—explains the basics.
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Roberto Gonzales ‘92, uncle of imprisoned 18-year-old Gabriel Gonzales, writes to The Catalyst in regard to
media attention paid to his nephew’s
questionable arrest. e of arrest.

Eating disorders prevail

Cynicism as vice
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Writer reminds us that
comfort is real, too. Our
threshold for sincerity is.
waning. We’re too cynical
for a word like “dream.”
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News Analysis: Israeli Elections
Scott Petiya
Staff Writer

Israel’s parliamentary election
on Tuesday is the latest watershed event in Middle Eastern
politics in the past 18 months,
following the death of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, the
Israeli withdrawal from Gaza,
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon’s
departure from the right-wing
Likud party, the stroke which
ended his career, and Hamas’s
victory in the Palestinian elections. Sharon’s newly-formed
Kadima party, led by his deputy
Ehud Olmert, won the most seats
in parliament, but less than it
had hoped for. Olmert will have
to form a coalition government
with Labor and other left-wing
parties—although he says he
will only work with parties that
support his program, which he
inherited from Sharon.
That program appeared to
voters to present a viable option for giving Israel safety from
terrorism, secure borders, and
a stable Jewish majority. But it
is a dangerous misconception.
Olmert plans to unilaterally
withdraw from large parts of
the West Bank, uprooting Israeli
settlements in the Palestinian
territory. Many of those settlers,
however, would remain in the
West Bank, in expanded settlements close to the border, which
would be annexed to Israel. Olmert has said he intends to fix
Israel’s permanent borders by
2010. His plan would secure a
Jewish majority in the territories
under Israeli control, but would
involve a permanent Israeli

the U.S. for their hardships, and
support for Hamas and other
militant groups would probably increase. Hamas has shown
signs of moderation. They have
maintained a cease-fire for over
a year, and won the election on a
platform of eliminating government corruption and improving
social welfare, not terrorism.
Leaders have
stated that if Israel withdrew
to the borders
of 1967 (before
it captured the
West Bank and
Gaza), Hamas
would recognize it. In an
interview with
CBS
News,
when asked if
he could envision eventually
signing a peace
agreement
with
Israel,
Ismail Haniyah, Hamas’s
candidate for
prime minister responded,
“Let’s
hope
so.”
While Israel
and the U.S.
have
every
right to be suspicious of Hamas,
these developments should not
be ignored. The demand that
Israel not keep any of the West
Bank and East Jerusalem is less
than realistic, but it may be possible for the Hamas position to
moderate further; the outcome
can’t be known for sure if they

For Israel to expand any existing settlements,
keep any more than a very minimal part of
the West Bank, and keep all of Jerusalem—
the third holiest city in Islam—will provoke
Hamas to resume violent attacks against Israel, ruin any chance for peace between Israel
and its Arab neighbors, and inflame hostility
and radicalism among Muslims througout the
world.
takeover of a significant amount
of Palestinian land and people.
Most significantly, Olmert intends to keep all of East Jerusalem under Israeli control, and
surround it with settlements,
cutting the city and its Palestinian residents off from the rest of
the West Bank. This is a scenario
that the Palestinians and the rest
of the Muslim world should not
and will not accept.
Olmert’s government and
the United States have rejected
the prospect of any further negotiations with the Palestinian Authority, unless Hamas
amends its charter to renounce
violence and recognize Israel’s
right to exist. The Bush administration is threatening to cut off
all foreign aid to the Palestinians, hoping that worsening the
already dismal Palestinian economy will bring down Hamas’s
government. This strategy is
a non-starter: the Palestinians
would simply blame Israel and

are never given a chance. Even
if Hamas must be bypassed, the
moderate Mahmoud Abbas is
still the Palestinian president,
with the power and the desire
to reach a negotiated peace.

holiest city in Islam—will provoke Hamas to resume violent
attacks against Israel, ruin any
chance for peace between Israel
and its Arab neighbors, and inflame hostility and radicalism
among Muslims througout the
world. It would ensure that the
hatred that drives Muslims to
terrorism against Israel and the
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United States would continue
for decades, perhaps centuries.
In the long term, Israel’s survival would be very much in
question.
Both Kadima and Hamas
must realize that a negotiated
peace is the only solution to the
conflict. The greater responsibility, however, rests on Israel.
It has conducted an oppressive
occupation of the Palestinians
for 39 years. Hundreds of thousands of Israelis have settled in
the Palestinian territories, many
with encouragement from the Israeli government, although the
settlement of foreign civilians
on occupied land is expressly
prohibited by international law.
Even during the 1990s, when
negotiations greatly increased
hope for peace, the settler population more than doubled. The
settler movement is the main
reason that the conflict has not
been solved, and under Olmert’s
plan the movement will be revamped, but not extinguished,

The settler movement is the main reason that
the conflict has not been solved, and under
Olmert’s plan the movement will be revamped,
but not extinguished, while the Palestinians’
rights remain ignored.
Olmert’s stated intent to ignore
him as well is completely unwarranted.
Hopefully, pressure from
the Labor party and the United
States will force Olmert to revise
his plan to unilaterally draw
Israel’s borders. For Israel to expand any existing settlements,
keep any more than a very minimal part of the West Bank, and
keep all of Jerusalem—the third

while the Palestinians’ rights remain ignored. If Israel does not
accept peace terms that are fair
to the Palestinians, it will prolong a conflict that ultimately,
Israel can only lose. Despite the
painful memories of past wars
with Arab states and recent attacks by terrorist groups, the
biggest threat to Israel’s survival may be itself.

Abortion in S. Dakota
Continued from front page
what the bill actually means, she
said. Along with Nicolay, Roberts was confident not only that
they would be able to gather the
signatures for the referendum,
but that most citizens would
vote against No. 1215.
Despite this niche of optimism about the future of abortion rights in South Dakota, prolife lobbyers are determined to
defend Governor Mike Rounds’
decision to sign the bill on March
6. President Bush is opposed
to the extremity of No. 1215 in
not allowing victims of rape or
incest to have an abortion, but
many conservative South Dakotans are determined to make
it state, and eventually national
law. One Sioux Falls citizen expressed a sentiment shared by
many pro-life South Dakotans
when he said, “if people don’t
want to get pregnant, they
should be wearing rubbers.”
Pro-life organizations, such
as Right To Life in Pierre, South
Dakota, continue to offer pregnant women free education
about abortion, fetal development, infanticide and related
issues. Such organizations are

rallying support in preparation
for a referendum in November.
Many pro-life advocates seem
unruffled by the prospect of a
referendum, because they think
the majority of South Dakotans
will vote to keep the bill.
If Nicolay’s brigade of prochoice petitioners does not collect enough signatures by June,
South Dakota will enact the first
abortion-banning law in the
United States since the 1973 Roe
versus Wade Supreme Court
case. If the petitioners do succeed in getting the bill on the
ballot, but South Dakotans vote
in support of it, pro-choice proponents will most likely take the
bill to court as unconstitutional.
Similar laws have been proposed, but not passed, in 12
other states, including West Virginia, Tennessee, and Ohio.
At the pro-choice conference
last Friday, Kylene Guse of the
Sioux Falls Planned Parenthood, who is working closely
with the South Dakota Campaign for Healthy Families,
handed out petitions to about 30
volunteers—all of whom were
women. After a brief pep talk,
Guse encouraged them to “hit
the streets.”

Bridges or borders?
Public discussion on immigration
Continued from front page
Jones opposed the initiative for
reasons. For one, he stated that
the reforms would cost “six to
nine times more than [they]
would save.” A hypothetical situation articulated by GonzalezEstay sheds light on why these
reforms could be so costly.
“Imagine you’re in a library,”
he began, “and a Latino man
asks where the English teaching
books are. The librarian will be
required to ask for his documentation. The librarian will have to
be trained to analyze identification cards. A database tracking
the legality of citizens might
have to be set up. And furthermore, if the librarian does not
execute these duties, an onlooker may sue the state agency.”
Defend Colorado Now’s
website maintains that the
amendment “will save money
by reducing unauthorized expenditures.”
Panelists also pointed to possible repercussions for legal immigrants and native Coloradans.
“This will hurt all Coloradans,”
stated Gonzalez. He referred to
illegal immigrant children who
would not be eligible for immunizations, thereby becoming infected and spreading disease.
Elbel took issue with this
point. “The initiative allows the
legislator to define emergency
medical services. Child immunizations can be included,” he
commented.
Gonzalez also noted the possibility of overburdening the
police force. Police would have
to check immigration status of
people arrested, thereby act-

ing similarly to immigration
agents.
The initiative is modeled after California proposition 187.
Although the California initiative passed in 1994, it has not
been implemented. Arizona
also passed similar legislation
in 2004 with proposition 200.
When asked what kinds of
immigration reform the panelists would support, all panelists stated that immigration was
primarily a federal issue and the
federal government was best
equipped to handle the issue.
Defend Colorado Now wants
the state to play an active role.
The website reads “It’s time to
take action: If the Feds won’t,
Coloradans will!”
Sampaio did, however, elaborate on other possibilities. “I
think we need to focus on border enforcement, a guest worker
program similar to the McCain/
Kennedy plan, earned legalization—which has been dubbed
‘amnesty’—and investment in
foreign countries.”
Her final example, concerning investment in foreign countries, would theoretically galvanize the economies of Latin
American countries, relieving
pressure on the border.
Jones suggested the Western Governors Association
Policy Resolution, a statement
that calls for an extra 90,000
work visas granted per year, a
guest worker program, stricter
boarder enforcement, federal
reimbursement for state expenditures on immigration services,
and other reforms. See westgov.
org for more information.
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Fair Trade practices bring students to their senses
Laura Dudnick
Features Editor

While many students opted to
spend their spring breaks relaxing on the beaches of Mexico,
12 members of the Fair Trade
Awareness Project spent their
10 free days learning about fair
trade in the inland town of Oaxaca.
The group visited different
organizations to learn about the
process of fair trade, including
Certimex, a Mexican organization that certifies organic and
fair trade products; Sustainable Origins, a company that
sells fair trade coffee to Europe
and America after purchasing
it from fair trade farmers; and
the Michiza Co-op, a co-op of
coffee farmers who the students
made connections with in order
to bring Michiza’s fair trade coffee to Colorado College in the
future.
The idea to study fair trade
came last semester from students invested in coffee issues
on campus. The students began
working with Professor Eric
Popkin and Interim Director for
the Center for Service and Learning Luke Terra. With the help of
Popkin, the students contacted
Community Links, CC’s host
organization in Oaxaca, which
offers service trips within communities in Oaxaca to promote
knowledge regarding global
effects. They then applied for
a grant from the Sheffer Fund,
which includes six faculty members and promotes the study of

Roman Catholic social justice,
although the Fair Trade Awareness Project is not religiously affiliated.
With the help of Popkin,
Chair of the Religion Department David Weddle, Paraprofessional Scott Jones, Civic Engagement staff member Alexis
Ball (’04), Chaplain for Shove
Chapel Bruce Coriell, and the
Venture Grant Committee, the
students receieved enough
money to cover all expenses
and implemented an application process for those interested
in spending their spring break
learning about fair trade.
In addition to experiencing a
cultural exchange, goals before
the trip included raising awareness within the group about
fair trade and its importance,
gaining empathy and personal
understanding of its impact
on communities, and learning
about fair trade practices and
production, according to Ball.
The students’ motivation
toward awareness to fair trade
products was heightened by
working alongside fair trade
farmers themselves. “It was incredible how much time it took
our group of five to pick enough
beans to partially fill a 60 kg bag.
The farmer we worked with
was twice as short as us, twice
as old as us, and could pick at
least twice as much as us. He
told us that he worked seven
days a week and picked from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. At the end
of each day he was still smiling
and positive about the next day
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Rachel Shaffer, Jeremy Denlea, and Alex Lippitt taste and rate coffee at
Sustainable Origins, a Oaxaca-based fair trade export company that informed the group of the business side of getting coffee to the U.S.

to come,” said freshman Petra
Kranzfelder.
In addition to experiencing
the work day of a farmer, the
students learned first-hand how
the farmers need help selling
their coffee and making enough
money to sustain their fami-

lies. “Fair trade coffee farmers
are having trouble selling all of
their fair trade coffee due to lack
of demand. We need to spread
awareness of conscious consumerism in order to raise demand
for coffee that is farmed environmentally and sold at prices

fair to the farmers who dedicate
their lives to farming this coffee,” said freshman Becky Rittenburg.
Upon returning to CC, the
group wishes to promote the
values they learned while in
Oaxaca. “I would like to encourage CC students to stop in
front of bags of coffee in a grocery store and think about how
people are producing the coffee.
. . . I want CC students to put a
face on the product,” said freshman Megumi Obuchi.
Expanding the use of fair
trade coffee in dining facilities on campus is one of the
group’s main goals. Supporting
fair trade affects the lives of a
significant number of farmers
who otherwise would not have
enough money to buy food for
their families. “By buying fair
trade coffee we are not necessarily drastically improving
[farmers’] lifestyle, but rather
we are helping them preserve
their traditional lifestyle,” said
Kranzfelder.
The Fair Trade Awareness
Project will host a three-day
symposium at the end of April.
From April 24-26 there will be a
photo display in Worner Center
with pictures of the recent trip.
Coffee will be provided, along
with a chance to talk with trip
members. On April 25 from 79pm there will be a presentation
by trip members in McHugh
Commons. On April 26 from 79pm there will be a speaker to
discuss free trade vs. fair trade
in Gates Common Room.

Increase in cost of tuition beckons questioning, concerns
Continued from front page
“The truth is, among our peer
group we’ve been lower than
other competing colleges,” explained Mark Hatch, vice president for enrollment management, of the history of tuition
increases. But in recent years
“there have been areas that
haven’t been getting the money
they maybe should have”
The 7.25 percent increase in
faculty compensation for next
year marks the first year in a
four year plan to increase faculty salaries. “We’re making an
effort to bring faculty salaries
up to the mean of our peer institutions’,” said Mr. Celeste. “The
vast majority of complaints are
about teachers who don’t understand the block plan. . . . For
us to attract and keep a quality
faculty, we must provide competitive compensation.”
Dean of College and Dean
of Faculty Susan Ashley commented on the effect, “It’s important to realize it was a very
hard decision [to raise tuition],
but at the same time our other
options weren’t very palatable
either,” she said in an interview.
“There was an instance this year
where a more attractive salary
influenced a decision [of a prospective professor]. . . . you just
don’t know who we’re missing.”
Relative to a selection of peer
institutions against which the

school measures itself, this year
the CC faculty will be compensated at a rate 10.5 percent below that of its peers. While the
difference is profound it is also
not a mistake, and in this may
be the best explanation available
for the increase’s suddenness.
Ms. Ashley explained that for
the first time in years the Executive Faculty Committee, a faculty-managed group representing
faculty interests in the school’s
bureaucracy, got serious. “They
haven’t always been on top of
things,” said Dean Ashley. This
year “they started early—they
were active. They identified
goals.” By all appearances, the
committee’s concerns have been
adopted as the college’s, or at
least as Mr. Celeste’s.
If any sentiment was common in discussions with administrators, it was that people—the
school’s human capital—are the
school’s greatest asset. The fact
that another kind of capital,
money, also matters in drawing
talent, came off in conversations
as an obvious, if reluctantly
reached observation for everyone but Mr. Celeste.
Possibly as a reflection of his
relative newness on campus,
the president’s willingness to
reprioritize the budget, even in
the face of raising tuition, was
unapologetic. To prevent this
year’s “regrettable” situation
from repeating itself, Mr. Celeste expressed his intention to

freeze the growth of non-faculty
staff on campus.
Mr. Celeste seemed to speak
in terms of a great hunt for costcutting opportunities, going as
far as mentioning the possibility of building a wind farm in
partnership with sister institutions to offset the growing
cost of electricity. “I welcome
anyone’s suggestions for ways
we can work more efficiently,”
Mr. Celeste said in between examples of what he considered
unjustified expenses he’d seen
die. “We made the decision to
eliminate the very pretty calendar we give to everyone who
gives to the annual fund. They
get a screensaver now—$40,000
right there.”
Though most administrators
skirted the issue in interviews,
the fact that CC is in the midst
of downsizing its student body
seems to have played a role in
the tuition increase. While the
number of students in Colorado
Springs (as opposed to abroad)
has grown in the recent past to
as high as 2,000, it has been unintentional. In fact, Mr. Celeste
expressed a desire to bring the
on-campus population down to
1,860. The buldge we are now in
the midst of has been the effect
of the growing national popularity of CC, and it has also contributed to a greater percentage
of tuition revenue being given
back to students as aid. As Mr.
Hatch put it, the applicant pool

the school now gets to choose
from has created “a more talented, more diverse, and more
needy student body.” However,
even as the greater number of
students on campus has been
unintended, their presence has
significantly increased net tuition revenue. This ‘buldge in
the belly,” in Mr. Hatch’s words,
seems to have allowed the school
to delay what would have been
otherwise necessary tuition increases in the recent past. And
at once, the abrupt success in
lowering the size of this year’s
freshman class appears to have
brought an unsustainable relationship between the administration’s target enrolment and
it’s growing expenditures to a
fore.
The replacement of an aging
central computer system is also
playing a role in the 6.9 percent
number. “The core of our network is 10-12 years old in some
cases . . . we need to ensure we
don’t have a catastrophic failure
of the system,” remarked Mr.
Celeste. The college is currently
taking bids from five separate
vendors to bring the system up
to date at an expected cost of
$2.5-3.5 million.
“There were times here in the
80s when I was a student when
tuition was going up 10-12 percent,” said John Gudvangen, associate director of financial aid.
Those who read Mr. Celeste’s
March 13 letter closely might

have noticed his commitment to
maintain what the college refers
to as its “affordability guarantee.” The guarantee, which increases aid at the same rate as
tuition, while rare among colleges CC administrators like to
compare the school to, does not
cover the full cost of tuition increases.
In this, the effects of the increase have not been limited
to complaints. In an interview,
sophomore Kaitlyn Hyser expressed an increasing frustration with the cost of attending
CC. “It was definitely a huge argument I got in with my parents
over spring break—the money
issue. Transferring came up a
lot. I think I’ll just get more loans
though--loans in my name.”
Another sophomore, Adrienne Ross, characterized Mr.
Celeste’s letter as a tipping
point. Having been considering
a semester recess at Mesa State
to save roughly $20,000, the announcement of a 6.9 percent increase made the choice easy. “It
makes my education difficult
and it makes me feel guilty all
the time. I feel like my dad is
going to be working until he’s
a hundred to pay for my college education. The funny thing
is, had I stayed through, by the
time I’d be a senior we’d be able
to get aid, but only because my
parents would be out of money.”
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Are we activists or tourists: Why do we study abroad?
Mike Shum
Staff Writer
“You’re here to experience another
country. You don’t expect to really
do anything here, and you think you
can change it?” After asking myself
that question, everything in the room
suddenly came to a halt. A drop of
water was interrupted leaving it halfway
between the spout and the bucket. The
mosquitoes around our heads froze
mid-waltz while the conversation
stopped leaving dead stares of either
distaste, disgust, or both. Whether the
question expected an answer or was
simply pronounced to be a rhetorical
statement, something had transpired in
this moment, upon remembering a coin
I recently had.
Earlier that afternoon a shiny 200
shilling coin came into my possession. It
would eventually take me to the city.
The children finished school about the
time I started walking. Their white and
navy blue uniforms made waves of the
landscape as they swarmed towards the
daladala stop to wait for their ride home.
The normal price is 150 shillings (US 15
cents) while the price for children is 50: An
incentive for their parents to rely on the
daladalas for accessible transportation.
Initially this seemed like a good gesture
when in reality the daladala, in hopes to
make more money, drove up to me first
expecting the full price. The conductor
opened the door shoving and pushing
children away knowing full well that
they only had just enough money for
minimum fare. As I entered, I witnessed
the conductor literally throwing a couple
children out to make enough room for
more adults to be picked up later.
I couldn’t help watching the children
stare at me with utter disdain as we drove
away. Their hate for me was something
more than just the color of my skin. It
stemmed from a confusion or lack of
explanation as to why I was preferred
over others. I could have easily blamed
the conductor for his mistreatment and
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rude behavior. Then again, it’s difficult
for me to villify people needing to make
enough money to pay taxes, to run the
daladala for a living, and feed a family.
As I looked down at my 200 shilling coin
I began to wonder about the world I live
in.
Does development in Africa really
mean money is only going to the few
people who control the oil plants, and
even more to companies like Shell,
leaving the population as poor as they
had started? Do people realize that life-

prolonging drugs for AIDS patients cost
around $450 or 500,000 shillings every
month, making treatment significantly
more lucrative for the drug companies
than if someone were to just discover a
cure to the disease? Does paying the least
to sell the most excuse people from being
unethical, much less compassionate to a
seven-year-old girl who just wants to get
home early for dinner?
Asking myself these things forced me
to question why I’m here in Tanzania at
all. An answer could be “Experiential

Tourism,” a coupling of words coined
two years ago by my friend Scott Burr
of The Catalyst. He wrote a description,
or more accurately a complaint, about
Study Abroad and its sole purpose to
sell an experience. Students pay for the
experience not for academic reasons.
In fact, they don’t really expect to do
anything. “I am traveling to another
country to take some pictures, so one day
tell my future spouse or employer that I
am marketable. I am here to purchase
gifts for my family and friends back
in the States. I am here to experience
another country.”
Yet looking back at the children I
displaced on my way to the city, I noticed
the coin started to rust, the pictures began
to fade, the gifts got old, and I didn’t care
much for the experience. I asked myself
again: what am I doing here?
All of a sudden, I hear the drop of
water hit the bucket while mosquitoes
start buzzing again and I respond: We
are college students and we should
know, and more importantly understand,
that we have opportunities far greater
than most people in Africa. Is it wrong
to care for the issues that go on here?
I don’t want to accuse people of not
caring, but caring should incite action,
whether it be starting a revolution or
simply writing an article for a school
newspaper. Granted, many—if not
all—articles from or about studying
abroad surrounds themes about how
people see poverty and get depressed
and want to do something about it and
feel helpless feeling it. Should we look
at that message and say it’s getting old,
or should we actually consider the fact
that if reinforced, enough people will
actually start to think it’s true and really
do something about it. I say it’s worse to
care and pity myself for not trying, than
to neglect it altogether. So do I think I
can change things? Absolutely! I have to,
because letting a world that gives a good
excuse to forget compassion is wrong
and maybe I won’t change anything
here, but I’m gonna try.

New generation lays foundation for Indian-Pakistani relations

D

ear friends,

There’s not nearly enough news in this
world that is good news. The story I am
writing to tell you from halfway across
the globe is more than just good—its
changing the world. And it’s so simple,
it might just work. Here we go…. get
your smile ready.
Imagine the effect of one Indian child
writing a letter from the heart to an
unknown friend in Pakistan. This gesture
does two things. First, a seed of unbiased
friendship is planted into the heart of the
child writing. The connectedness of all
people is proven as the child realizes
that as they like to draw, dance, and play
cricket, their soon to be friend across
the border probably does, too. Second,
the child on the other end realizes that
someone special is extending a hand of
friendship especially for them, and it is
up to them to take that hand. Both kids
get the chance to shape a better world,
abandoning the taught biases that would
otherwise be perpetuated.
Now imagine what would happen if
an entire class of students were to write
letters to a classroom in Pakistan. What
about a whole school? Imagine the effect
of every child in India writing letters
of friendship to children in Pakistan.
For now, this project is about kids and
friendship.
But imagine what will
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Imagine the effect of every child in India writing letters
of friendship to children in Pakistan.
happen when this generation grows up.
I would have never thought something
so simple could be so profound.
Does history repeat itself? Sure, if we
let it. But our elders’ prejudices need
not influence their followers. These little
letters have already begun to change
the world. I have seen it on these kids’
faces, read it in their letters, and heard
it amongst the conversations of both
students and their teachers.
For this campaign to truly reach all of

India, we are holding events inviting
kids to sign the ‘World’s Largest Love
Letter’, (to be recorded in the Guinness),
which reads “Dear Children of Pakistan,
Let’s Join Hearts in Friendship, Together
We Can Make a Better World, [signed]
the Children of India” is painted in
English, Hindi, and Urdu. A Public
Service Announcement is currently
airing on major networks across India—
we soon hope to release another PSA
featuring the Indian celebrity (a Tom

Cruise equivalent,) Abhishek Bachchan.
An upcoming documentary and book
featuring the very best of letters and
artwork will soon serve to carry this
message abroad.
I am in awe at the universe throwing
me into a project such as this. Known as
Friends Without Borders, this informal
group of five core volunteers started with
one man, John Silliphant. Originally an
impromptu act of goodwill, intended for
the exchange of perhaps only a handful
of letters, the project is exploding across
the nation and has already drawn in tens
of thousands of letters.
Will the letters soon to be pouring
into our headquarters, non other than
the Gandhi Ashram, out number the
children of Pakistan? We can only hope.
Letter by letter, smile by smile, friend by
friend … the world is changing. Keep on
smilin’.
Sincerely,
Jocelyn Vaughan

For more information, or
better put, inspiration, visit:
www.friendswithoutborders.
org or email
jocelynforjustice@riseup.net.
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Fiber works: Coburn Gallery hosts mixed
media exhibit and CSU artists
Jess Malisow
Staff Writer

Colorado College arts and crafts
program presents Material
Witness in the Coburn Gallery
through Aril 15th. Material
Witness features undergraduate,
graduate and faculty work from
the nations leading Fiber Arts
Program at Colorado State
University at Fort Collins.
Artists transform a gamut of
fibers into unique and elaborate
creations that display the
endless possibilities of fiber. The
content of the installation varies
thematically and the twentyeight works of fiber range
from the practical to the purely
aesthetic.
Undergraduate
Melissa
Athey crafted a family of five
figures reminiscent of voodoo
dolls with felt, beadwork, and
random objects such as flowers
and pens. A hand-felted tree
trunk comprises the body of the
brother and the mother figure
bears a printed face of the Virgin
Mary.
Stacked
horizontal
lines
extend from the center of Lynn
Cornelius Jablonki’s prociondyed cotton and rayon tapestries
and convey a sense of expansion.
Through the expansion from
a central point Jablonski plays
with the idea of travel in her
pieces entitled Voyage and Point
of Departure. Faculty member
Anne Bossert reconciles finite
horizontal lines with motion
expressed through the wave like
structure of her composition.
The affect is a flowing ribbon

of rainbow colors. A similar colored patches sewing a bright
affect of motion is displayed in colored patched quilt that pours
undergraduate Tony Alonso’s over her lower body.
pieces entitled The Darkness and
Undergraduate
Allison
The Light. Alonso molds woven Elliot’s piece, Aware, is far
polypropylene foam and rubber from the traditional patchwork
tapestries into a series of small quilt. Strands of twenty three
waves in his complementary origami paper cranes hang
pieces.
from a mock ceiling constructed
Fiber works also expressed of monofilament, wood and
simplicity with the use of paper. The strands of cranes
harsh angles.
travel the light
Graduate
spectrum
and
Artists transform
Cory Cason
are arranged in
painted over a a gamut of fibers
eight by twelve
large rectangle
rows
creating
into unique and
woven
out
a rather large
of
cotton elaborate creations
structure.
on a floor
In the piece
that display the
loom in his
Oops,
by
piece entitled endless possibilities
Jacqueline Bovit,
Diagonal. The of fiber.
neon acid-dyed
large tapestry
and
needle
is
bisected
felted wool balls
by a diagonal line creating are laid upon an ironing board
two triangles, one black and and an iron. Bovit uses the same
the other blue. His other piece, tennis ball colored felt pieces to
Rietveld Construction, is a 3 represent paint pouring out of
dimensional continuation of the a can in her piece entitled, The
former. Cason used hand-dyed Blues. The result is a vibrant
silk, welded steel and paint to display of practical tools
construct a blue sheer sheet that rendered unusable.
hangs from the ceiling to the
Undergraduate Carrie Schochfloor posited behind a smaller Smith’s untitled piece is equally
sheer black sheet structure that as psychedelic and enhanced by
is formed out of a crisp right the shiny properties of copper
angle. The piece is sleek and wire. A red “carpet” of harsh
modern.
wire netting ascends to the
On the opposite end of the ceiling. The red-coated copper
fiber arts spectrum graduate wire resembles tulle and hair.
Sara Rockinger’s Traditional
The curiosity of those interested
block quilt. The cozy printed in the intentions behind each
and sewn quilt looks like piece can be satiated April 8th
something Grandma might have when some of the displayed
made. In fact, the piece depicts a fiber artist will give a lecture at
Botticelli-esque women in light 7:00 p.m. in the Wes room.

Dance Workshop
this weekend!
Friday and Saturday night @ 7:30
Tickets $2 @ the Worner Desk
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Eating disorders an elusive issue on campus;
Chris Benz
Sports Editor

F

or junior Kay Hutchins*,
bulimia was not about

image. It became a matter of
survival.
“It was a mechanism to keep me alive,” she said. “It
was a way to deal with my mom’s drug addiction
and my dad’s alcoholism. It helped me stay alive
one more day, so I was glad to keep doing it.”
Hutchins’s eating disorder began her freshman year,
after a hard transition to college, and escalated upon her
return for home summer. Eating, vomiting and sleeping
were preferable alternatives to contemplating suicide.
“I didn’t want to feel,” she said. “I only wanted to die.”
Hutchins appears to have confronted every element
of the disease. She speaks directly, candidly, without
pride but without shame. She spins in the swivel chair
of her messy room, absent-mindedly running a hand
through her hair. She makes eye contact at the hard parts.
Many Colorado College students struggle with
eating disorders. Statistics for so secretive a disease are
elusive, but Boettcher counselor Diana Fuller estimates
that two to three students a month ask her for help with
an eating disorder, although in an irregular volume.
“Boettcher is the tip of the iceberg,” said Boettcher
counselor and eating disorder specialist Dr. Heather
Horton. According to Horton, eating disorders are very
prevalent at Colorado College; about four new cases
arise in her sessions each year. Colorado College attracts
students who possess traits, such as perfectionism
and competitiveness, which invoke eating disorders.
Ask around, and it won’t take long to find a story.
Eating disorders are a mental illness. Despite
misconceptions of the conditions as an isolated problem,
eating disorders are an unsafe coping mechanism for
deeper troubles. Recovering from one is not as easy as
just deciding to eat again. It is a process that takes years,
usually therapy, and above all, support from friends.
Denial is one of the primary symptoms and is more
common in anorexics than bulimics, according to
Eating Disorder Specialist Dr. Carol Maynard, whom
Boettcher recently hired as a part-time counselor. “An
anorexic’s major symptom is denial,” said Maynard.
Hutchins vomited after meals for a semester before
calling her behavior bulimic. It took freshman Andrea
Mills more than a year to recognize her anorexia. She
was in seventh grade at the time and exercising six
hours a day after school. “I had no time for lunch,”
Mills said. “I didn’t eat breakfast cause I’d rather
sleep. That was my logic for why it was okay.”
Her friends told her she looked great. She
began runway modeling, and no one noticed
until she fainted at a ski practice and had a bad
accident. Her brother forced her to face her
problem – and patiently let her scream accusations
at him. He never gave up, and she got healthy.
Junior Lianne Grey claimed she wasn’t in
denial. “It’s hard to be in denial when you
intentionally skip breakfast, eat an apple for
lunch and only eat half your dinner,” she said.
That doesn’t mean she considered it a problem.
“I liked that you could see my ribs,” she explained.
She only got scared when her loss of control got too
obvious. “I’ve always had a weak stomach, and then
my stomach shrunk. It was no challenge to get myself

to throw up. It went from a choice to where I just had
trouble not throwing up after a meal. I flipped out.”
Maynard believes denial stems from a desire
to avoid confronting an underlying cause for the
disorder. “If they admit they have a problem, they
have to deal with it, and that’s what they are trying to
avoid in the first place,” she said. “An eating disorder
is not about food or weight, it’s about emotions.”
Denial spreads; those close to people with eating
disorders may not believe that their loved
one is suffering. “I don’t think my parents
have ever really recognized that I had a
true eating disorder,” said Mills. They sent
her to therapy for depression, not anorexia.
Grey’s mother hid from the truth even more
tightly. Grey rests elbows on her knees, and her
bangs slide down her chin. “I told my mother I
wanted to see a therapist, and she said, ‘No.’”
She lifts her head with a wry smile. “Which is
kind of [messed] up, because she is a therapist.”
Genetic factors may be very significant,
according to Horton. Grey suspects that
her mother has unhealthy eating habits,
and knows that Gery’s sister was anorexic.
Grey still skirts the borders of anorexia, a
condition for which the mortality rate in 15-24
year olds is 12 times the mortality rate of all other
forms of death. “If I get upset, I’ll still stop eating,
and it’s not necessarily a conscious choice,” she
said. She forgets to eat, or isn’t hungry. Thankfully,
“my friends still watch out for me,” she said.
The persistence of Grey’s anorexia lends
itself to the theory that eating disorders are an
addiction. Approaches to treatment often hinge
on whether therapists accept this premise.
Overeaters Anonymous, which is open to
anorexics, bulimics, and those with binge-eating
disorder, treats eating disorders as addiction.
Binge-eating disorder is when a person overeats to the point of pain, and it afflicts an
estimated 25 million Americans, compared to
anorexia and bulimia’s combined 11 million.
Maynard dislikes the addiction concept
because it dampers hope. She is unwilling to
believe eating disorders are permanent. “You
don’t always have an eating disorder if you have
an eating disorder,” she said. “You can recover.”
“It is a very real addiction,” she said.
Recognizing this is a key to recovery for her,
but it creates some painful self-criticism.
“My dad is an alcoholic,” she said. “I see my
Mom taking stuff like morphine and ketamine,
and here I am doing the same thing.” She smiles
with lips tight and eyebrows high. “It’s difficult
to realize that an addict is an addict is an addict.”
Hutchins said that she binges to distract and
purges to control. “It’s less a stress thing than
a partial control over weight and appearance,”
she said. She recognized the paradox. “It still
gives you this sense of control. But you don’t
have control over it. It has control over you.”
The line between an eating disorder and
unhealthy habits is thin. Boettcher counselors
say that patients often come in with a problem
like a bad breakup, and on a health survey, reveal
eating habits that could be dangerous. Some have
eating disorders, others have distorted eating
habits. “So many girls have forbidden foods
or strict diets,” Fuller said. A salad provides
much less than a body needs, and every food
group is necessary, so forbidding one is harmful.
Maynard draws the line between eating disorders
and disordered eating simply: “In my mind,” she said,
“it’s where it gets in the way of enjoying yourself.
It’s a disorder when it’s such a preoccupation that
it obstructs social things, relaxing and having fun.”
Junior Morgana Elsworth considers herself healthy
and “pretty far from the line.” However, the challenges

“CC is so full of really attractive people
in such great shape. You wonder how
much of it is people being unhealthy.”
-Junior Morgana Elsworth

of the school meal plan combined with Elsworth’s
diet choices contributed to a life-threatening
experience. Elsworth ended up in a hospital limp
with pain, only hours before she could have died.
The food offered in Rastall did not appeal to her
and her fat intake decreased severely. The gallbladder
processes fat, and Elsworth’s had had next to no work
for a long time. When she left campus for a block
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students share stories of anorexia, bulimia
“It’s a disorder when it’s such a preoccupation that it obstructs social
things, relaxing, and having fun.”
-Dr. Carol Maynard

and which Elsworth says promotes binge eating.
“I go in to Rastall sometimes after not
having eaten in twenty four hours, and I eat
so much that I just feel disgusting,” she said.
“Then I have to go to the gym to work it off.”
Surroundings also play a role in provoking body
issues. “CC is so full of really attractive people
in such great shape,” said Elsworth. “[But] you
wonder how much of it is people being unhealthy.”
She sits up straight, showing a lithe
form. “I’m in pretty good shape,” she
said. “[When] I got here, I felt fat.”
To combat misconceptions, it is important
to know about the symptoms of disorders.
Anorexics have a distorted body image: such
a fear of gaining weight that food becomes
the enemy. In women, a diagnosis requires
three consecutive months without a period.
To meet official classifications, a sufferer’s
body weight must be 15% below normal.
Bulimics eat so much food that they
feel out of control, and then compensate
in a dangerous way to avoid gaining
weight. Technically classified, a bulimic
must binge and compensate an average
of two times a week for three months.
Compensation is not limited to vomiting.
It can include excessive exercise or laxative
use. Bulimics also worry about body image.
Many signs can signal that a friend has
an eating disorder. Someone with an eating
disorder usually prefers to eat alone. They
don’t want friends questioning their choice
of portions or timely bathroom breaks.
Bulimics tend to have a more normal
weight, while anorexics drop weight.
Bulimics show depression more and have
a harder time hiding the problem, while
for anorexics, a major symptom is denial.
Anorexics may have fainting spells or grow
a fine hair on their body to compensate for lost
body heat that no fuel is replacing. Dry, brittle

skin, hair loss, and ceased menstruation are all signs.
90% of anorexics suffer a permanent loss of bone density.
Bulimics
also
have
tooth
decay
and
sore
throats
or
stomach
pain.
Mills’ brother pulled her aside and made her
face her diet. Grey’s friends worried about her
and some still check up on her. Hutchins’ friends
talked her into seeing a Boettcher counselor.
“You just need someone to be there and not give
up,” said Mills. She is now helping a friend through an
eating disorder, and says it is incredibly hard. “There’s
lots of emotion tied up to not wanting to admit things.
She gets aggressive. We talk every night, and there’s a
lot of screaming and crying. It’s hard to cope with as a
friend, but you have to learn how to detach yourself.”
According to Dr. Maynard, when approaching a
friend, “the first thing to realize is that these disorders
are dangerous. If you approach someone, you are
doing it out of caring.” Offer to go with your friend to
Boettcher. Be honest, and admit that you’re worried.
Eating disorders get worse with time. The earlier one
catches a disorder, the better the prognosis for recovery.
During that rough summer that Hutchins fought
through when she only wanted to die, she binged
and purged multiple times a day to ignore the
inferno of family addictions and fights. She felt safe
with her friends, and they talked her down from bad
decisions. Then, her grandfather committed suicide.
She saw what it did to her family, and made a decision.
“I said, ‘You know what? My family has had enough
this summer. I can tough this out. I can beat it.”
She calls her friends angels for the support they
gave her. What helps? “Hugs. Hugs are good.”
Whether you or a loved one is suffering from an
eating disorder, it is important to remember that
neither of you are alone. Hutchins said, “[Eating
disorders] are more common than people realize.”
The
office
of
residential
life
did
not
respond
to
The
Catalyst
for
comment.
*Names of students were changed for this article.

Eating Disorder Resources:
Boettcher Health Center (719) 389-6384
Talk to a counselor, first session free
Over-eaters Anonymous (719) 475-0037
Local chapter
Courtesy of Kelly Hebrank

break and when she returned home for Thanksgiving
and Christmas, the shock to her gallbladder caused it
to produce gallstones. “My gallbladder freaked out and
created gallstones and attempted to explode my liver,”
she said. “Sodexho is extremely problematic because
of the structure of the meal plan.” Students who can’t
afford the most expensive plan must budget eleven
meals a week. That can mean one meal a day sometimes,

www.Anad.org (847) 831-3438
Free hotline and referral resources
www.nationaleatingdisorders.org
Resources, acitivism
www.renfrewcenter.com
Finding a clinic
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Ruggers gear up for DU
High expectations for new coach
MaryAnn Holland
Guest Writer

This Friday, the Men’s Rugby
team will be playing the
University of Denver—and the
DU players should beware.
According to junior Lars
B. Parkin, the CC team has
undergone a makeover in the
past few months and they’re
ready to win.
“We’ve got a new coach with
a lot more spirit. We’ve tried
to rebuild as much as possible,
and I think we’re ready,” said
Parkin.
Coach Scott Mears is the
newest addition to the Men’s
Rugby team and has been
working with the team since
the beginning of the second
semester. Mears is a third grade
teacher at Gateway Elementary
School in Colorado Springs—
and previously flanker for the
Wisconsin select side and the
coach of a state-ranked high
school team, the Colorado
Springs High School Boy’s
Rugby team.
In the past three months,
the Men’s Rugby team has
spent countless hours drilling,
running plays and conditioning
under Mears’ tutelage. “We’re a
lot more fit than we have been
in the past,” said senior David
Beckstrom. “Scott really knows
how to coach the game.”
Last block the team went
head to head with the Denver
Barbarians, a semi-professional
rugby team. The boys from CC
played their C-side team—and
while they didn’t win, they did
score some major props from
the Barbarians. “The Barbarians
complimented our tackling
ability,” said senior Seth Byrnes.
“They said we were the best
college club team that they had
ever played.”
A lot of the credit for that,
according to the team, goes to
Coach Mears.

“Scott is the best thing to
happen to CC Rugby in 20
years,” said Byrnes.
In recent years, the CC Men’s
team has never won a game
against DU. This Friday’s game
is the last chance for the seniors
on the team to try to end that
losing streak.
“In past years we’ve showed
up and looked like a bunch
of misfits,” said senior Aaron
Sagin. “They usually beat up on
us pretty good.”
But the rag-tag Men’s Rugby
team of old is out: With a new
coach, new plays and new
status in the rugby world, the
Men’s team feels ready to take
on the Pioneers—and win.
Though the Men’s team thinks
that Coach Mears is the reason
for the team’s turn-around,
Mears credits the men all the
way.
“I was really taken
aback by the maturity and
professionalism that these
young men showed,” said
Mears. “They’re all very
coachable and they’ve come
together as a team. You can
be the greatest players in the
world, but if you don’t work as
a team, you’ll never win.”
Whether credit is due to
Mears or the men, the one
undeniable fact is the team is
setting out on Friday night with
more confidence than they’ve
ever had.
“They can take anybody in the
state, I think, on a university
level,” said Mears.
The game, set to take place
at 8 p.m. under the lights of
Washburn field, will be the
second time CC and DU Men’s
Rugby teams have faced each
other this year.
“They have no inkling that we
have improved,” said Byrnes.
“I hope we can demonstrate
to DU that we have come a
long way; that we’re not just a
pushover team.”

Campus golf in full swing

THE CATALYST/ Jackson Solway

Alex Emmons
Guest Writer

Opening day of campus
golf, ladies and gentlemen, has
arrived in all the spirit of the
fawn and fauna of Spring! The
robins sing sweet melody, the
shirts and knickers have been
starched, and the picnic baskets
have been packed—time to tee
them up, lads.
Golfers swarmed campus
today, if golfers can swarm.
Some, playing the 4th over
Cascade, met fond reprimands
from passersby in F-350s, a
reward for daring, cross-traffic
shots. This hole is notorious
for hazards, but literally ends
with a ding as you chip onto the
ceremonial bell on Washburn
Field.
The Olde Course at Cascade
Avenue,
fortuitously,
was
frequented by long-time Open
Champions Samuel E. Clemens,
a.k.a “Sam the Clam,” and
Michael “#1” Moke Haikulani,
the bruising native of Tongatapu.
This notable exhibition round
attracted spectators of all sorts
(mostly the sun-worshipping
and poorly bathed sort). And
they exuded the vibrancy of
the great season of rebirth in
billowing clouds of support and
expressions of mirth.
The Clam ran away with the
victory for the day, posting a
boast-worthy 71, hitting 14 of
18 greens in regulation, and
reaching two of the four monster
par 5s in two shots. His shot of
the day on the 6th hole—where
one must play between the
vanguard of trees leading up to
the south side of Palmer—nearly
decapitated the chair of the
economics department going
out for a stroll. “You know,”
Clemens said, “I really didn’t
strike the ball all that badly
out there, but, uh, I sure didn’t
putt well. No-sir-ee, my putting
was atrocious. If Clemens really
wants the Jacket this year, he’s
going to have shape-up on
the greens and compete like
’98 Clemens, not, uh, not this

malarkey.” It is unclear to what
jacket he refers.
Self-criticism and Clemens, it
seems, are as time-honored as
blue pastels and pink plaids.
Clemens’s
self-criticism,
furthermore, has provided
insight into the personal play
of millions, perhaps the most
widely-known and repeated
being his famous saying,
“Look sharp, think sharp,
play sharp.” This references
both his winning attitude,and
reputed
multimillion-nickel
endorsement
with
ARC
Derelict.
The Tongan and devout
Rastafarian trailed by only one
stroke, recording an even-par
71. Moke, a player who mostly
lets his illustrious drives speak
for him, averaged 396 yards per
hole for driving on the day, by
this reporter’s estimate—who,
admittedly, has not taken a
math class in three years. Moke
out-drove his relatively meek
mainland opponent on virtually
every tee-shot.

Moke let loose a wonderful
trajectory on the 17th, where one
must skirt between the Scylla
of Blanca and the Charybdis of
John Lord Knight to alight on the
lacrosse hill. We’ll all be keeping
a close vigil on Haikulani’s play
this coming season. He is on
track to shatter procrastination
records across the country.
As I sipped the last of my
Stinger on the back patio of the
19th, the sun set over the Peak,
leaving shadows and trails of
light crisscrossing the course
in faint whispers of miraculous
comebacks and heartbreaking
finishes to unfold this coming
season. The beloved forest
sprites, meanwhile, who occupy
the fairways and greens at dusk,
made merry before the silhouette
of the mountains, singing best
of luck with audacious notes
of grace to campus golfers
of all levels who pursue selfimprovement and—of course—
the elusive, perfect match.
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Your hooker can’t find touch: A guide to rugby
Tom Barry
Guest Writer

Tonight’s epic rugby game
between Colorado College and
DU under the lights quickly
approaches.
Thanks to our
comrades at the Carnivore
Club, it will be a marathon
evening of food, refreshments,
some good ol’ fashioned liberal
arts heckling, and of course, a
great rugby match. But before
the game, let’s cover some
of the misconceptions and
examine some of the basic rules
of the game, thus rendering
our heckling that much more
astute.
First, there is the belief
that rugby is a violent game.
While there are times when it
may appear that way, rugby
is actually much more of a
gentleman’s/gentlewoman’s
sport than most realize. It has to
be. With only one referee, who
certainly cannot see everything
at once, players must treat each
other with a certain level of
respect and esteem if it is not
going to turn into a blood bath.
Plus, if you do purposely
attack or injure someone on the
opposing team, you can rest
assured that 15 of their players,
all of whom are, no doubt, much
bigger than yourself, will make
you wish you had not. Players
generally resolve minor rule
infractions with their cleats, as
scars on former captain Sterling
Roop will attest.
People often describe rugby
as football without pads. While
this is true to the degree that it
is played predominantly by big
players tackling each other, what
separates rugby from football is
that the play does not end when
the ball carrier hits the ground.
In fact, it has only just begun.
Rugby offenses attack in
“phases,” each ending when
the player is tackled, followed
without pause by the next phase.
When a player goes down, those
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on each team fight viciously for
the ball, slamming into each
other to form what looks like a
bridge over the downed man
and pushing until one team
gains possession, passes, and
begins again. There are no
timeouts, there is no stoppage

With these phrases
and a basic understanding of the game, we can
show DU what college
heckling is all about.
of the clock, and there is no time
for the players to rest.
So with that out of the way,
let’s get to the rules. The first and
most important rule is that you
cannot pass the ball forwards.
There is no blocking, either. All
passes must be either lateral or
backwards, or there will be a
scrum (more on scrums later)

to determine possession. This
means that almost any forward
progress bears with it the
opportunity for the opposing
team to hurt you. The only
way to move the ball forward
without carrying it is to kick it,
but that brings with it a whole
new set of rules that depend on
field position, something about
the 22 yard line, how many
miles are in a furlong, ect.
Then there is scoring. A team
scores a “try”—the equivalent of
a touchdown in football—when
one team places the ball in the
“try zone.” To make matters
easier, the try zone on Washburn
field, where the CC-DU game
will take place, will likely be the
end zone of the football field.
And of course, to better aid
in our goal to be the best darn
heckling school in the nation,
here are some fun rugby terms
and positions which can be
readily adapted to fit just about
any chant. This is why all
sports should be devised by the
British:

Scrum: Like a face off in
hockey, a scrum is when all
of the big forwards from each
team push against each other in
an attempt to gain possession of
the ball.
Ruck: When players from the
two teams fight over a downed
ball
Scrum-half: The little guy
who takes the ball out of the
scrum once the big players win
it. Being a small guy holding a
ball next to eight big guys, he
passes very quickly.
Fly-half: The guy who catches
the pass.
Backs: Typically smaller,
faster players whose main job
is to advance the ball on offense
and help tackle on defense.
Forwards: Large players who
push in the scrum, jump in the
line-out, and are more often in
the rucks. Forwards advance
the ball not through trickery but
train-like momentum.
Flanker: Forwards whose sole
purpose in rugby, and indeed in
life, is to hit people as hard as

Re-LAXing over spring break
Turner Resor
Guest Writer

As students came back to CC
this past Monday each with
their own stories of adventure,
rest and exploration, the men’s
and women’s lacrosse teams
returned after traveling to
opposite ends of the country to
compete in some of their first
games of the season.
The men’s lacrosse team
flew to San Diego and had a
successful showing against other
teams within their conference,
beating Drew University 12–7
and Ursinus College 10–9.
In
San
Diego,
strong
performances by Captain Jud
Brown and sophomore Shawn
Maloney lead the men’s offense.
Brown even scored a remarkable
behind-the-back goal.
The defense, which was

depleted due to the injury of
top defender Harley Brackeley,
still managed to have an
outstanding performance. Led
by goalie Chris Shopneck and
“social captain” Mike Ashley,
the defense managed to hold
all opponents to 16 combined
goals.
This strong start left team
members optimistic for the
season to come. “If our next
few road trips go well, we will
be well set up for the NCAA
tournament,” said Captain Josh
Haney.
Freshman Chris Colligan
shared Haney’s enthusiasm.
“It’s exciting to have our season
going so well as a freshman,
with such a young team,” said
Colligan. “It makes me look
forward to the future of the
team.”

“We had a nice place by the
beach and won both of our
games,” Haney said, summing
up the team’s time in San Diego.
Returning from California,
a 13–5 loss to Williams College
set the team back, but they came
back with a 19–11 win against
Colby College. To add insult to
injury, the Tigers later took the
Colby women’s team out for
an ice cream social. The men’s
record for the season is now
5–1.
While the men’s team was
enjoying the beaches and zoos
of San Diego, the women’s team
enjoyed the classical architecture
of Monticello. The team flew
to Virginia to test themselves
against Eastern teams and
prepare for this weekend’s
games.
The women’s team started their

trip strong, beating Roanoke 9–
7. On Thursday the team played
Williams and suffered their
first defeat of the year, losing
16–6. The following day they
again lost, this time losing to
Washington & Lee 15–7. These
two losses mark the break in a
record 23-game winning streak
for the women’s team. They had
not lost any regular season game
since 2003.
Despite a couple of tough
losses over the break, the
women’s team still has a strong
6–2 record for the season.
“Competition was tough, but
the future looks bright,” said
sophomore player Liza McElroy.
The women hope to beat
Denison University and No. 3
SUNY-Cortland this weekend in
a tournament in Geneva, NY.

possible.
Hooker: That’s right. He’s
the smaller forward who is held
aloft in the scrum. He attempts
to kick the ball backwards
through the scrum to his scrumhalf.
Prop: Two of the forwards
who hold up the hooker. I say
again: two props holding the
hooker. You can’t make this
stuff up.
Touch: Out of bounds. Fly
halves may kick for touch.
Line out: When a ball goes
into touch, players form two
lines. The hooker throws the
ball in the middle, and players
lift a jumper to catch it.
Massive booze-fueled tackling
fest: Rugby game
With these useful phrases and
a basic understanding of the
game, I hope that we can show
DU what college heckling is all
about. I trust that the massive
quantities of food and, most
importantly, beverages will
assist us in this quest. I’ll see
you on the pitch.

Congratulations
to
Marty Sertich and Brett
Sterling for earning
spots as top ten finalists
for the Hobey Baker
award, college hockey’s
highest individual honor. Colorado College
was the only school to
have two finalists on its
team. This speaks for
the Tiger’s teamwork.
This was the second
year in a row in the top
ten for both athletes.
Last year, Sertich won.
We are very proud of
our athletes, and thank
all the seniors for the
seasons they’ve given
us.
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Should funding for standardized testing be redireted? Maybe to education.

Letter to the editor:

The federal government should be focused

I would like to applaud the effort on the part of The Catalyst
and Lindsay Gillette, to highlight and publicize Gabriel
Gonzales’s story as written in the March 10 edition. As a
family member and Colorado College alum, I am grateful
the Colorado College community has taken an interest in his
case. In Colorado where the conviction rate is three times the
national average, an innocent 18-year-old boy sits helplessly in
jail. In fact, this past Monday marked two months that Gabriel
has spent behind bars.
Because of one phone call, Gabriel’s freedom has been
suspended indefinitely, and his fate lies in the hands of the
legal system. Despite any physical evidence, motive, or
relationship between Gabriel and Thomas Kinslow, the D.A.
pushes forward. In fact, the prosecutors have nothing more
than hearsay, yet Gabriel has been denied bail. Why? High
profile celebrities and those with resources are at least afforded
the opportunity to await trial in their own homes. Sadly,
Gabriel remains isolated from his family and friends and will
remain in jail until the end of the trial, which could be another
six to nine months.
Why should the Colorado College community care? Let
us not forget that every time an innocent person is arrested,
convicted, or worst of all, sentenced, the real assailant is at
liberty to commit more crimes. An innocent 18-year-old boy
is a helpless victim of the criminal justice system, while the
lives of his family members have been put on hold. As we
review the case and the (lack of) evidence against Gabriel, we
continually ask “Why?”
For more about Gabriel’s case and our efforts to reunite him
with his family, please go to www.supportgabriel.org
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L

ast month, a special
commission
convened
by the president began to
investigate the proposition of
creating a standardized test for
college students. This is another
ill-conceived proposal from
the administration to increase
educational standards at all of
our nation’s higher-learning
institutions.
Nevertheless,
before we ridicule the p
resident because of our kneejerk liberal reaction to anything
that we perceive as overinstitutionalizing our education
(or “learning experience”), let’s
examine why this application of
standardized testing is a waste
of money.
Funding that could be
appropriated to fix our ailing
public
education
system
shouldn’t be directed toward
creating
new
evaluative
devices, especially those that
are targeted at the country’s
strongest group of learning
institutions. There’s no reason
why the U.S. shouldn’t have the
best educational system in the
world. The federal government
should be focused on improving
existing institutions, instead of
creating new ways to measure
its shortcomings.
Proponents of the proposed
test argue, and rightly so,
that colleges and universities
should provide some minimum
standard of education. Of
course college should make
you smarter. However, this test
is not an effective tool and will
not ensure that a minimum
standard is being met. It is
unfair to hold schools entirely
responsible for the capacity of

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD
Write for The Catalyst!
Letters to the Editor may be sent to the address below and should include the
author’s full name and phone number. Authors may be published in successive
issues, provided that they write about a different subject per submission, and
limit themselves to one letter per issue. Priority will be given to submissions of
proper taste and accomodating length. The Catalyst reserves the right to edit for
grammatical errors and clarity.

Deadline

Wednesday 6:00pm

their students to fully engage in
their education. Furthermore,
any college’s ability to provide
these
minimum
standards
is already being evaluated
through
the
accreditation
process. Standardized testing is
redundant.
Supporters also argue that
standardized tests will provide
prospective students and parents
with another tool that they can
use to pick a suitable college,
even though many helpful
quantitative tools are already
available. Prospective students
are able to review the average
high school GPA, class rank, SAT
& ACT scores, etc. of the student
body at a college. Schools that
are incapable of providing a
satisfactory education will be
unable to consistently attract
intelligent
students.
Their
incompetence will be reflected
in the demographic of their
attendees. Although a school’s
admissions are somewhat based
on its reputation, its reputation
is based its performance.
Any discussion of standardized
testing is incomplete without
mentioning “teaching to the
test.” If this testing was going to
be modeled on a comprehensive
European model, teaching to
the test might be a problem. But
if the test is anything like those
that are already administered
to some high school students,
it will be easy enough that this
point is moot. Moreover, what
exactly is such an easy test
evaluating?
The best argument against
standardized testing is that
college (and the admissions
process) is a largely qualitative
experience. For most high school
seniors, the college visit is the
most important part of selecting
a school. While my economics
major does allow me to “add
up all the change in your purse
very fast,” I think that the crux
of my education has really been
teaching me about how to think
critically, use logical reasoning,
and implement innovative
methods of procrastination.
None of which can be measured
in a test intended to evaluate
minimums.

Alumnus speaks for jailed teen

D

ear Colorado College community,

Respectfully,

www.supportgabriel.org
“Without the benefit of resources to hire a private
defense attorney;
With the trial rapidly proceeding;
In consideration of the fact that Gabriel has recently turned eighteen;
In light of the fact that Gabriel and his girlfriend
are soon expecting a child;
And with various and serious hanging question
marks in regards to Gabriel’s treatment by the authorities thus far...
We plead for your help.”

Email

catalyst@coloradocollege.edu
Courtesy of Mike McLeod
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Mr. Unqualified addresses: Cynicism and
Self-constructed happiness
Chris Benz
Sports Editor

“A hand is laid upon your arm. You turn to look into the

eyes of a beautiful woman, wonderful in diamonds and
Russian sables. She thrusts into your hand an extremely
hot buttered roll, flashes out a pair of scissors, snips off the
second button of your overcoat, meaningly ejaculates the
one word: “parallelogram!” and flies down a cross street,
looking back fearfully over her shoulder.
That would be pure adventure. Would you accept it?
Not you.”
O. Henry, “The Green Door”

E

very girl I date says near
the start—almost as if
reassuring herself, although
perhaps warning me—that she
does not believe in true love. I
do gravely doubt the existence
of a single, fated match. But to
love truly? I think it is possible.
It will not happen to many
Americans. We have lost
faith in any life of passion or
adventure. The words alone feel
uncomfortable. They belong to
Disney movies, not reality.
The numbing of America is
everywhere. My friend Lisa
said that awkward is the new
suave. “Actual suave is creepy,”
she explained. That’s because
someone articulately asking
for a chance at love is clearly
either a crazy stalker or trying
to get into a girl’s pants. We can
deal with awkward because it’s
believable—it’s imperfect. We’ve

spent so much of our youth
being told that perfect doesn’t
exist that we fail to notice, once
we enter the “real world” that
life can get damned close.
It makes sense that someone
saying the right thing sounds
insincere. We have a low
threshold for sincerity. Anything
that exceeds it we reject as
mushy, or corny, or creepy. Some
sincerity is so absurd we laugh.
We see extraordinary emotions
as the stuff of melodrama.
We see faith as immature. A
revolutionarily better world,
as opposed to a slightly better
world, makes as much sense
to us as Santa Claus. But I’ve
witnessed obscene tenderness
and obscene grief, and I know
it’s more than melodrama.
Lisa said that it’s just an
artistic trend: “People used to
have it rough and needed really

romantic things to save them.
We don’t need that anymore.
If you go to a modern gallery,
things are a little more broken,
tattered: a little more true to
life.”
That says it there. We see
suffering as true. That’s what’s
real, and the rest must be a lie.
Maybe we do need to remember
suffering. In a historical context,
you might say that now, so much
of American life is artificial,
suffering is one of the few real
things that we experience. But
tea is real, too. Friends are real.
To accept a moment is to silence
your automatic critic.
We’ve absorbed the idea of
ugly things as true to such an
extent that we assume that
growing wise through living
involves a series of broken
illusions. Cynicism becomes a
sign of maturity. That feeling
that this must be a dream—
deconstruct it until you lose
your wonder.
Appreciating life is like
appreciating art—even if it’s a
little saccharine, it can move as
much as it will if you let it in.
Opera is too much for most of
us. It’s too serious. We reject it
like the wrong blood type rejects
bone marrow.
To feel, we have to suspend
disbelief in a slow process. I

We’ve absorbed the idea of ugly things as
true to such an extent that we assume that
growing wise through living involves a series
of broken illusions.
can only think of a few ways
we suspend disbelief. First is
miracles. When you realize that
the world extends far beyond
what you believed in, it’s a
miracle. (For the freshmen I lead
on NSO trips, seeing Colorado
for the first time can be a
miracle—even if they knew it
from pictures, believing it truly
is an entirely different thing. I
forget spring except in theory,
and it reawakens me.)
The other is true ugliness.
September 11 proved that
pathos that deep is possible. Joy
at an unguessed height may be,
too.
Must
we
have
these
suspensions to reach joy, or is
it just our culture that fails to
believe? In the real world, no
one will set up some perfect
pain or surprise right before
opportunity lays a foot on the
doorstep.
We need faith again. Wayne
Gretzky once said that 100
percent of the shots you don’t

take, don’t go in. He was talking
about Kierkegaard’s leap of
faith.
Some
extraordinary
things are only possible because
you believe, and because by
believing you dare. Clichés are
cliché because they have been
true for so many people. Why
do we refuse to let life lift us
when out happiness is in our
power, and only by breaking
past our discomfort can we find
our true limit? In cowardice,
we hide behind cynicism. It
lets us tell ourselves that we are
no fools, we know what’s real.
But it’s just us trying to find a
way to prove that we’ve really
grown up, now that we lack the
rites of passage to say it for us.
We call a vision for the true but
powerful naïveté, and refuse to
see it. Arrogantly, we pretend
to be above cliché. We are still
children, clinging to an illusion.
This one doesn’t even make us
happier.

Attitudes at CC may be more conservative than we think
Alix Dunn
Editor In Chief

Claire Wilcox* has brought up
on several occasions that CC is
a terribly conservative school.
The first few times she said it I
laughed in her face. But. I think
she may be on to something.
She walked into the kitchen
wearing my vest, a vest with
a tiny “Electrical Workers in
California for John Kerry” pin.
(I can’t bring myself to admit
that he really lost, and its still on
my vest.)
I saw the two of them corner
her and I braced for the
screaming match. And when
I say match, I don’t mean that
Claire was screaming back. She
stood calmly, keg cup in hand,
and nodded as they yelled. Both
Tom Danielson* and Aaron
Burke* were red in the face and
the veins in their necks were
bulging. They just couldn’t
get it through her head that
everything she thought about
politics was wrong. All wrong.
This type of behavior is
disgraceful, and worse, the two
students defended their actions
by recalling for me all of the
things that Claire believed in
that I did not.
And they’re right—Claire and
I could not be more politically
polarized than we are. And
that’s what I love about her: she
is challenging.
Political discussions, and I
use the word loosely, are often
interesting at CC. In fact, the

pressure to accept an idea that pro-abortion. If you are against
varies from our own is often the war you are for terrorism
too much to bear. The moment (this is an INCREDIBLY broad
you step off of the CC campus, generalization I’m sure we can all
you’re going to have to develop agree). And it works both ways.
a tougher skin.
If you are pro-globalization,
Our unwillingness to accept you are pro-WalMart. If you
that if we are right and all of vote for Bush then you support
those “conservatives” are lost lynchings. At a school where
causes and idiots, we are going critical thinking is a high priority
to have an interesting few years I look to my peers to provide the
ahead of us in the
opportunity to
United States.
really discuss
If we discount
Conservatives
things.
But
exist,
and another’s views
what’s
the
surprisingly
point? We all
enough,
they because we are set
know that we’re
have
reasons
right and we
for the beliefs in our ways then we all know that
they
hold.
they’re wrong.
(Reasons other are, by definition,
And
Tom,
than
limited conservative.
when I asked
IQ or racist
him about why
motivations).
he took such
Claire
believes
that issue with Claire he said point
globalization will raise the blank: “because she’s wrong.”
standard of living for everyone
Now that sounds progressive.
in the world and lead to
Perhaps my issue with CC’s
ultimately beneficial changes on discriminatory attitude towards
Earth. She is pro-choice, she is conservatives
stems
from
against an amendment banning where I grew up. I’m from
gay marriage, and she believes Tennessee, and God knows
in corporate liability. She is by (those southerners and their
no means evil (not that any of us supreme beings), I have become
would ever use the word evil).
close to a maddening number
And therein lies the problem of conservatives. I am the black
for us politically insulated sheep and it’s a role that I am
privileged liberals. We are more than happy to accept.
becoming what we hate.
When I am at home my ideas
My biggest complaint against are constantly tested. People are
the political arena today lies telling me I’m “just wrong” all
not in the beliefs that are the time. Granted, I have my fair
espoused, but rather in the share of friends who will really
way they are explored. If you talk politics with me and we can
are not anti-abortion you are appreciate differences without

resorting to a defamation of
character.
Conservatives have a built
in defense to their closemindedness: their conservative.
We liberals are not so lucky.
We have to be open-minded to
concepts and receptive to new
information. If we discount
other views because we are set
in our ways then we are, by
definition, conservative.
Over the past two years, as I
have gotten to know Claire, I
have grown exponentially in my
understanding of the ideological
divide in our country. We just
write each other off. You’re too
stupid to talk to so I won’t even

bother. Or, I can’t talk to you
because you will just piss me
off.
If we are to criticize the rampant
ignorance in this country then
we have to be above reproach.
So, next time, rather than yell,
maybe go out to coffee. Or,
dare I say it, ask questions.
You might be surprised by the
value of another’s intellectual
contributions.
*Pseudonyms have been used to
limit embarrassment and protect
a conservative in our midst.
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For Enact, seventh block is Earth Block
Will Harrington
Scene Editor

Enact (Environmental Action) kicked off the
first ever Earth Block on Wednesday, March 29
with the Organic Earth Picnic. Enact is the oldest
student group on campus, and is dedicated to
promoting sustainability and conservation.
Megan Daily, a member of Enact, was
responsible for writing the grant proposal that
funded the composter in Rastall. The composter
regularly transforms leftover food into fertile
soil.
The group was also responsible for building a
student opposition to the Bush administration’s

proposal to sell Bureau of Land Management
land to raise money. They passed out post
cards with the address of the Under Secretary
of Agriculture, Mark Rey, listed on it. Many
students expressed their opposition to the
proposal.
The group had held events for an “Earth
Week” in past years, but this year decided to
make it a quintessential Colorado College affair,
and transformed it into “Earth Block.” Here are
the events; admission is free to all.

Revamp.

Thursday, April 6, 12:00 p.m. on Worner Quad.
Participate in an art show with pieces made entirely out of recycled objects. Drop off pieces by 9:00
a.m. on quad. Enact encourages donations for entry into drawing to win art pieces. The money will
go to the Eco-Fund. More silk screens.

Garden Day at Synergy House.
Friday, April 7, 1:30 p.m.

Synergy will plant their first vegetables of the year. Those interested should come to learn more about
Organic Gardening.

Speaker.

Monday, April 10, 7 p.m. in Tutt Science.
Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance Representative, Bob Brister,
speaks. Brister will give slide show and speech explaining state of wilderness preservation in Southern
Utah.

Synergy Afternoon Party.
Friday April 14, 3:00 p.m.

“Wear your Recycling Best.” Barbecue and the possibility of square dancing. There will be a contest
for the best costume made from recycled material. More silk screens.
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